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Pricing Strategies:
The challenge for 

companies to 
stay competitive 

on the market
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The evolution of theThe evolution of the
e-commerce sectore-commerce sector

The  e-commerce sectore-commerce sector  has experienced a 
strong surge strong surge in recent years, thanks to the incre-
ased penetration of the Internet and mobile devi-
ces, as well as the growing trust of consumers in 
purchasing goods and services online.

This expansion, expected to continue in the futu-
re, has created a  highly competitivehighly competitive  environment 
for companies, which find themselves having to 
compete with a growing number growing number of competitors 
to attract and retain customers.                                                                                     
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Surviving in a Surviving in a 
competitive marketcompetitive market

To survive and thrive in this environment, online 
companies must differentiatedifferentiate  themselves from 
the competition, offer a personalized user expe-
rience, and quickly adapt to market changes to 
remain competitive. In this scenario, identifying 
the right pricing strategiesright pricing strategies  is crucial for an e-com-
merce business.

Furthermore, online consumers have access to 
unlimited informationunlimited information  and  purchasing optionspurchasing options, , 
which means that companies must be particular-
ly careful in adopting the appropriate pricing stra-
tegies for their products.
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PricePrice is one of the main 

factors that influences the 

consumer’s purchasing purchasing 

decision decision and the profitabi-

lity of the company.

 A study conducted by Salesforce in
2021 found that 68% of global consumers 

consider price to be the most important factor
 in their online purchasing decision. 
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Finding the rightFinding the right
pricing strategypricing strategy

Finding the ideal pricing strategy is a complex complex 
process process and a challenge for companies, as they 
need to collect and analyze a  large amount of large amount of 
market data market data to maintain the effectiveness effectiveness of their 
pricing strategy over time.

This data includes information about competitor competitor 
pricesprices, , promotionspromotions, , market  trendstrends, , and it is essen-
tial for identifying opportunities and threats, eva-
luating their own competitive position, and ma-
king informed decisionsinformed decisions..
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Exploring PricingExploring Pricing
StrategiesStrategies

There are different types of pricing strategies
that organizations need to pay attention to.  
Some of the most effectivemost effective are the following:
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1.1. Price Matching

2.2.

3.3.

4.4.

Penetration Pricing

Premium Pricing

Dynamic Pricing



For example, in the fast-moving consumer 
goods market, where customers often look 
for the lowest price, price matching can be 

an effective pricing strategy to retain the cu-
stomers protecting the market share.
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1. Price MatchingPrice Matching

This pricing strategy involves constantly moni-constantly moni-
toring competitors’ pricestoring competitors’ prices  and offering  similarsimilar  or  
identical pricesidentical prices  for the same products. It is particu-
larly effective in markets where customers are hi-hi-
ghly price-sensitiveghly price-sensitive  and where the product is per-
ceived as a commoditycommodity and does not have many 
significant differences compared to competitors.
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2. Penetration PricingPenetration Pricing

Penetration Pricing is a pricing strategy that invol-
ves setting  low prices low prices and is often used by com-
panies to penetrate a new marketnew market. . This pricing 
strategy offers products at a lower price  lower price as com-com-
petitive differentiationpetitive differentiation in order to quickly attract 
customers and increase  market sharemarket share  and brand brand 
awarenessawareness.  

Once the customer base has been established, 
the company can gradually increase prices to 
generate higher marginsmargins. It can be effective if the 
company has good production capacity and can 
ensure l long-term profitability.ong-term profitability.
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It is particularly suitable for markets where 
customers are highly price-sensitive and 

there is intense competition among compa-
nies,  such as the food industry.



3. Premium PricingPremium Pricing

This pricing strategy involves offering products at 
higher priceshigher prices  compared to competitors in order to 
communicate a high level of  qualityquality, , prestigeprestige, and 
exclusivityexclusivity  to customers. Premium pricing aims to 
position the product as high-endhigh-end, so that custo-
mers are willing to pay a premiumpremium price to access 
luxury or exclusive luxury or exclusive products as a matter of choicematter of choice.
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For example, in the fa-
shion, luxury, cosmetics, 
or automotive industries, 

where customers seek 
exclusive and high-quali-

ty products.
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4. Dynamic PricingDynamic Pricing

This strategy involves automatically adjusting automatically adjusting 
pricesprices  in real-timereal-time  based on market supply and 
demand or specific supply chain distintive capa-distintive capa-
bilitiesbilities. Dynamic pricing utilizes algorithms and 
advanced technologies to analyze real-time infor-
mation on market conditions, adjusting prices adjusting prices ac-
cordingly. 

It is particularly suitable for markets where supply  
and demand can fluctuate rapidlyfluctuate rapidly, , price changes 
are  highly volatilehighly volatile,, and prices are often subject to 
discounts discounts and flash promotionsflash promotions..
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For example, in the electronics market 
where the use of advanced technologies 

can help optimize pricing to maximize profit 
margins while still offering competitive 

prices to customers.
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The challenge forThe challenge for
companiescompanies

Once the pricing strategy has been identified, it 
is important to implement it in a timely manner to 
avoid risking the loss of marginsmargins  and market sha-market sha-
rere, , and to keep it effective over time. 
This requires a deep understanding of the market, 
strong analytical analytical skills, and proper evaluation of 
the variables variables that can influence pricing.
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For example, in the luxury sector, price can 
be used as a differentiating element, as a 

high price can indicate superior quality and 
exclusivity.    



There are several factors that con-
tribute to the continuous evolutionevolution of 
the online market, such as techno-
logical innovation innovation, growing growing compe-
tition, evolving evolving customer needs, and 
fluctuationsfluctuations in supplier prices.

Collecting and managing a large amount of 
data from monitoring competitors and a con-
stantly changing market can be a significant 

challenge for companies, especially if they try 
to do it manually:
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Manual monitoring requires a lot of time time and human resour-human resour-
cesces, as data needs to be collected, entered, and analyzed 
manually. This increases the risk of errors errors and inaccuraciesinaccuracies 
in the data collection and analysis process.
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Manual competitor monitoring may not be able to captu-
re certain important information such as dynamic pricingdynamic pricing, 
promotional offersoffers, or additional fees fees that can be managed 
through automation.
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3.3.

Manual market monitoring can prove ineffectiveineffective as the in-
formation may not be updated in real-timereal-time. This prevents 
companies from promptly reacting to any changes in the 
market or competitor activity, reducing their ability t their ability to make 
informed decisionsinformed decisions about pricing strategy.

2.2.
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Embracing PricingEmbracing Pricing
SoftwareSoftware

All these factors make it challenging for busines-
ses to maintain competitive pricing strategies 
over time. For these reasons, an increasing num-
ber of companies are adopting  pricing software pricing software 
solutionssolutions  that leverage AI AI and Machine Learning Machine Learning 
to automate the process of data collection and 
analysis.

Competitoor’s pricing solutions enable busines-
ses operating in various sectors to monitor the 
market more  efficientlyefficiently  and  accuratelyaccurately, , enhan-
cing their ability to make informed decisionsinformed decisions..

Moreover, using automated pricing software solu-
tions significantly  reducesreduces  the timetime  and resourcesresources  
required for data collection and analysis.
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Finally, thanks to the ability to automate product 
price  updates updates based on market  fluctuationsfluctuations, , the 
need to manually manage product prices and the 
resulting  errors errors from such activities is reduced.
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Discover how Competitoor can help your brandbrand  or 
e-commerce optimize price strategies. 
Request a free demo now!

The Leading AI 
Platform for Price and 
Market Monitoring

competitoor.com                                                                    info@competitoor.com
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